
National President’s Column 

Welcome to the first issue of United
Service in 2023. 

This issue contains some interesting
presentations of an excellent seminar
conducted by the Royal United Services
Institute of Tasmania in 2022 that explored
the security challenges of Antarctica and
the Southern Ocean. There has been an
assumption in defence circles that an
attack on Australia would come from or through the Archi -
pelago to our north. This seminar was a timely reminder that
Australia has considerable strategic interests in Antarctica and
the Southern Ocean, and that an attack on Australia could be
mounted from the Southern Ocean, especially by missiles
launched by submarines.

We had intended to publish these seminar presentations in
the fourth issue of United Service in 2022, but because of the
deteriorating geostrategic situation facing Australia and the
urgency of the Commonwealth Government’s Defence Strate -
gic Review (DSR), we considered that a higher priority was to
publish the RUSI-A submission made to the DSR. 

In February 2023, Dr Stephen Smith and Sir Angus
Houston delivered their DSR to the Government. The
Government announced that it would release to the public in
March 2023 an unclassified version of the DSR, together with
the Government’s response to the recommendations in the
DSR. 

Quite separate to the DSR, a Nuclear-Powered Submarine
Task Force has been researching nuclear-powered sub -
marines for the RAN and is expected to deliver its report to
Government in March 2023 on the design of the nuclear-
powered submarines to be acquired or built under the AUKUS
agreement.

There has been much media and commentator speculation
as to what may have been recommended by the DSR and the
separate submarine task force. Some of this speculation is due
to several proposals from ship manufacturers to build addi -
tional or new naval ships and some is due to recent defence
expenditure decision by the Commonwealth Govern ment.
Some of these expenditure decisions, such as replacing the
fleet of MRH-90 Taipan helicopters with Black hawk and
Seahawk helicopters, were proposed prior to the DSR being
announced. However, the decision in January 2023 to
purchase Norwegian Naval Strike Missiles and High Mobility
Artillery Rockets for the Army was announced during the DSR.

Regardless of this speculation, the recommendations from
these two reports are likely to influence the shape of the ADF
for many years and will be highly important to the defence
industry both in Australia and overseas. RUSI-A will analyse
these reports and provide detailed commentary to our
members.

Paul Irving, AM
National President
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